Lorin Willey
Lorin Willey, artist and arts instructor has been critiquing, writing, and lecturing in the world of fine arts
for 30 years. His arts career is a long and storied one that began when he was a child. His work has been
exhibited in Ireland and in the United States; and is in several prestigious collections around the world,
including Ireland, France, England, Belgium, Australia, and the United States. He was the first Wisconsin
oil painter to be awarded into the famed national landscape competition Arts for the Parks in 1991 and
again in 1993. In 2001 he began a decade long representation in major Irish galleries in Dublin, Galway,
and Clifden during which time he gained international recognition. Lorin has been selected into many
juried fine art exhibitions winning several awards. His works span a variety of subjects and genres. Lorin
is known for his excellent sense of color, composition, and keen drawing skills in many subjects including
the human figure, portraiture, and landscape. Those who have studied and worked with him will attest
to his masterful artistic talent, breadth of historical and technical knowledge, and his ability to inspire
and coach others to excellence.
In 2017 he founded ARTREKSTM “Artist Adventures Designed to Inspire” and teaches workshops and
seminars in various locations. Lorin is currently represented by the Lorica Fine Arts Gallery in Andover,
Massachusetts and the William DeLind Gallery in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Fees for on-line critiques:
$45 per critique of 3 pieces and $15.00 each for additional pieces. The work can be in any 2-Dimensional
or 3-Dimenstional medium. Each individual work will be given an evaluation including visual jpeg
overlays, and written evaluations via email. A maximum of 5 paintings may be submitted at any one
time. Payments for these evaluations will need to be received before the evaluations will be returned.
Any follow up after the initial evaluation will be subject to extra fees. (See payment and submission
information below).
All images and information relating to Lorin Willey critiques must be sent to Debra Patterson at her
email address: d91bravo@gmail.com. Please type in the subject area: Lorin Willey critiques (your
name).
Any questions pertaining to Lorin Willey critiques and ARTREKSTM workshops should be referred to
Debra Patterson either at her email, or her cellphone: 414-461-2467.
All fees must be paid by check or money order only, in advance of critique returns.
Make checks payable to Lorin Willey, and mail them to:
Lorin Willey
c/o Debra Patterson,
4124 North 95th Street,
Wauwatosa, WI 53222
Note: All fees must be sent to this address or they may miss proper processing and time recording
procedures.

